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WTe consider the equation ZJ = I\Au (X > 0), where A is a forced isotone 
positively convex operator in a partially ordered normed space with a complete 
positive cone K. Let A be the set of positive A for which the equation has a 
solution u E K, and let A, be the set of positive h for which a positive solution- 
necessarily the minimum one-can be obtained by an iteration II. = Mu,-, , 
u,, = 0. We show that if K is normal, and if A is nonempty, then A, is nonempty, 
and each set A,, A is an interval with inf(A,) = inf(A) = 0 and sup(A,) = 
sup(A) (= X*, say); but we may have X* $ A, and X* E A. Furthermore, if A 
is bounded on the intersection of K with a neighborhood of 0, then A, is 
nonempty. Let u”(h) = lim,+m(XA)“(0) be the minimum positive fixed point 
corresponding to h E A, . Then n”(A) is a continuous isotone convex function 
ofhon A,. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we discuss the positive solutions of the equation 
u. = hAu, U-1) 
where X > 0 and A is an isotone, forced (that is, A0 > 0), positively convex 
(see below) operator on a subset D of the positive cone K of a partially 
ordered real normed linear space E. We are principally interested in the 
existence and dependence on X of minimum positive fixed points of XA; 
that is, solutions u”(X) of (1.1) such that for any other solution u = XAu E D 
we have zcO(h) < I(. 
Positive convexity is defined in Section 2. This condition, which is less 
restrictive than convexity, is a natural generalization of convexity to operators 
whose domain and range are subsets of partially ordered linear spaces. 
* This research was accomplished in part while the author held a National Research 
Council Postdoctoral Resident Research Associateship sponsored by the Air Force 
System Command at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. 
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Whereas convesity restricts the behavior of an operator in all directions 
from a given internal point of its domain, positive convexity restricts the 
behavior only in the positive and negative directions from a given point. 
In a future paper we will describe the relationship between properties of 
the Gateaux and FrCchet derivatives of an operator and the positive convexity 
of the operator [IO]. 
In Section 3, it is shown that many of the results of [ 121 for the minimum 
positive fixed points of (1.1) with an om-compact operator =1 can be extended 
to forced isotone positively convex operators without any compactness 
assumption on =1. In particular, it is shown that, if the positive cone in E 
is normal, then the set (1 of characteristic values h of =1 is an interval and 
the minimum positive fixed points form an increasing convex continuous 
function of X on the interior of 11. 
In Section 4, we indicate how the results can be generalized to partially 
ordered topological vector spaces, Archimedean ordered vector spaces 
without a topology, and spaces with two cones. 
We conclude in Section 5 with examples illustrating some of the results. 
In particular, Example 5.3.1 gives a positively convex operator for which 
the results of [I21 cannot be applied. Another application is given in 
Example 5.4. 
With the added assumptions of differentiability and/or asymptotic 
linearity, much more can be said about the multiplicity of the solutions 
of u = Mu, and some basic results are given in [l 1, Chap. I. lo] and applied 
to Hammerstein integral equations in [ 11, Chap. II. 11; these results generalize 
and extend results originally obtained by Keller and Cohen [7]. Some 
of these results will appear in [I]. 
Additional information and references on elliptic differential equations 
and Hammerstein integral equations with convex nonlinearities are given 
by the present author [ 13; 14; 9, Sect. 41 and by Coffman [3], Keener and 
Keller [6], and Crandall and Rabinowitz [4]. 
We point out two open problems mentioned in Section 3: Let 9 be a 
forced isotone positively convex operator on a normal cone K. 
(1) Suppose that .qzv < Y’ for some u E K. Does A have a fixed point 
in [0, 2~1 ? 
(2) Suppose that -4 has a fixed point in K. Does iz have a minimum 
positive fixed point ? 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let E be a partially ordered real normed space ordered by a positive 
cone K. We use the terminology of [12], some of which is reviewed below. 
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A set S is o-convex (this is called full in [17] and K-saturated in [22]) 
if, whenever I( E S, z’ E S, and u < x < z’, then x E S. For any set S, the 
o-convex hull [S] of S is the set 
[q =(S+K)n(S--) 
S is o-convex if and only if S = [S]. For two points u, v in E, we set [u, z!] = 
[(u, ZJ}]; if u < z’, then 
[u, v] = {z E E: u < z < u}. 
A set S C E is positively star-shaped at u E S if the set S,+ = {z~ E S: zr 3 u} 
is star-shaped at u; that is, for every z, E S,+ we have ~ZJ + (1 - 01)u E S 
for all 01 E [0, 11. The set S is negatively star-shaped at u E S if the set 
S,- = {V E S: v < u} is star-shaped at u. If S is positively star-shaped 
at u for every u E S, then we say that S is positively convex. The set S C E 
is radial at u E S in the direction h if u + orb E S for all sufficiently small 
a > 0; S is positively (or negatively) radial at u if it is radial at u in the 
direction h for all h > 0 (or h < 0, respectively). 
We say that A is uniformly (o-)bounded on D if A(D) is (o-)bounded; 
(o-)bounded in D if 4 is uniformly (o-)bounded on every subset of D which 
is (o-)bounded in D. A is (o)m-compact on D if, for every monotonic (i.e., 
increasing or decreasing) sequence {un} in D which is (o-)bounded in D, 
the sequence {Au,} is convergent, and if the monotonic sequence {u,} 
converges to ZI E D, then {Au,} converges to Av. (Here A: D-t E.) 
If 0 E D, then A is forced if A0 > 0 and unforced if A0 = 0. 
The operator A is (strictly) positively convex relative to D at II E D if 
D is positively star-shaped at u and, whenever z’ E D,+, then 
or 
A[azl + (I - a)~] < aAv + (1 - a)Au, (2.1) 
A[azj + (1 - CX)U] < C&J + (1 - or)Au, (2.2) 
respectively, for all oi E (0, 1). The operator -4 is (strictly) positively convex 
on D if it is (strictly) positively convex relative to D at each point of D 
(in particular, D must be positively convex). It is (strictly) convex on D 
if D is convex and (2.1) (or (2.2)) holds for all u, ZI E D and all OL E (0, 1). Note 
that ,4 is positively convex on D if and only if its epigraph {(u, V) E E, x E,: 
u E D and ZI >, Au} is positively convex relative to the usual ordering on 
E, x E, (cf. [20, p. 23]), where A: D C El -+ E2 . 
For any number p > 0, we define 
KD = {u E K: /I u 11 < p}. 
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3. FIXED POINTS OF POSITIVELY CONVEX OPERATORS 
Throughout this section, unless specifically stated otherwise, d denotes 
a positively convex isotone forced operator on a nonemptp positively convex 
subset D L K such that (D - D) n KC D and, for every X 1 0, 
AA([O, U] n D) L D, (3.1) 
whenever u and Mu belong to D; and the cone K is complete. 
We consider in this section the minimum positive fixed points of the 
operators XA for X > 0. The discussion can be applied to the positive fixed 
points of the operators c + h-4 (as in Theorems 3.4 to 3.6 of [12]), if c E D, 
by considering the operator 3,. . u - /I(c + u) on D - r; then u is a positive 
fixed point of X-4, in D - c if and only if c + u is a positive fixed point 
of c + XA in D. 
As in [12], we define /l = {X > 0: there exists u E D with u = hdu > 0). 
We show in this section that many of the results of [12] carry over to 
the present case. Theorem 3.2 asserts that /l is not empty if -4 has certain 
boundedness properties. Theorem 3.3 shows that, under certain conditions 
on K, if there exists v E D with h,-4a 5; zy, then (0, X,) L .4, and this result 
is used in Theorem 3.4 to describe the set /l and the behavior of the minimum 
positive fixed points u”(h) as functions of X. 
Our first theorem shows that the assumptions we have made on A imply 
that A has important continuity properties when D is sufficiently large 
(cf. [20, Sect. 10; 19, Sect. 411). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Do be a subset of D such that for some E > 3, D, = 
Do + KE C D. If either 
(a) every o-bounded set in K is bounded and A is uniformly o-bounded 
on D, , or 
(b) K is normal and d is uniformly bounded on D, , then A is tmiformly 
Lipschitz continuous from above and below on Do ; that is, there exists a constant 
t.~ > 0 (depending only on A, Do , and l ) such that whenever .v and y are com- 
parable elements of Do , then 
I/ Ax - Ay 11 < p 11 .Y - y /I. (3.2) 
Proof. Choose x, y E Do such that 0 < y < X. Then 
z = x + (l/2) c(x - y)/ll Y - y 11 ED,, 
and x = y + A(z - y) with X = 11 x - y 11/[(1/2)~ + I/ x - y/l]. Si;rce ,g is 
positively convex and isotone 
0 < L-k - Ay < X(Az - Ay) < 2 /I N - y /I AZ/E. (3.3) 
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If (aj holds, then the set S of elements of the form (Ax - Ay)/ll x - y [/ 
is o-bounded and therefore bounded. If (b) holds, then (3.3) shows that 
there exists a constant M such that for each w E S there exists w’ 2 w 
such that /I w’ jl < 1M; since K is normal, S is bounded. The bound of S 
is the constant p in (3.2). 
Remark 3.1.1. If A is convex on D, then the proof of Theorem 3.1 
can be modified to show that A is continuous at each interior point of D. 
Remark 3.1.2. If 9 is isotone and D, is o-bounded in D, then iz is 
uniformly o-bounded on D, . 
COROLLARY 3.1.3. For some r E (0, +a~], let -4: Kr - K be bounded, 
isotone and positizjely conzjex on Kr. Let K be normal. Then A is continuous 
from above and below on K’ and umformly Lipschitz continuous from above 
and below on K8 for any s E (0, r). If in addition -4 is convex, then ,4 is con- 
tinuous at each interior point of K’. 
Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 we have KE C D, C D. Conversely, 
if for some p > 0, Ko C D, then we may take D, = K6 for any 6 < p in 
the preceding theorem. The following theorem then shows that, with 
appropriate assumptions on K, we may derive the existence of positive 
fixed points of hA for sufficiently small X from the assumptions of bounded- 
ness, positive convexity, and isotonicity, without making explicitly any 
continuity assumptions. We assume until further notice that A is forced: 
If rZ is unforced we have the trivial fixed point 0 = MO for all X. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose that for some l E (0, +co), KG C D and that either 
(a) ezjery o-bounded subset of K is bounded and -4 is umformly o-bounded 
on KE, or 
(b) K is normal and A is bounded on KC. 
Then for all suficiently small X > 0, AA has a fixed point u” in KC given 
by u0 = limn+m u, , where u. = 0 and u, = Mu,-, for n 3 1. This fixed 
point is the minimum positive$xed point u”(h) of hA. There exists a neighborhood 
N of 0 such that u”(X) is the only Jixed point of AA in N for all suficiently 
small X > 0. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of the contraction mapping 
principle because of Theorem 3.1, and we omit it. A more general result 
is proved in Theorem 4.1 below. 
Let (1, = {X > 0: {(X@(O)} converges to a fixed point uO(h) E D of M}. 
Clearly u”(X) is the minimum positive fixed point of A. From Theorems 3.2 
and [12], we see that under suitable conditions on K and D, rl, is not empty 
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if A is bounded on D, and A, = A if A is om-compact on D. Other conditions 
under which A, is not empty are given in Theorem 3.3, in [ll, Chap. 1.101, 
and in [I]. 
The following theorem shows that if A is not empty, then A, is not empty 
(cf. [12, Theorem 3.11). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let every o-bounded subset of li be bounded. Suppose 
there exists X, > 0 and v E D such that h,Av < v and X,Ae E D. Then h E A, 
for all h E (0, X,), and uO(h) < /\,Av. 
Proof. For convenience, take A, = 1, and suppose that h E (0, 1). Define 
u. = 0 and u, = /\Au,_, = (AA)“0 for n 3 1. Then 0 < u, < u,+r < 
XAv < Aa < zj for all n. We show by induction that for n > 2, 
UTl - u,-1 < h$4”0 - Au,-,] = h’l.4”0 - A+4,-1 . (3.4) 
When n = 2, 
up - u1 = X(A(k40) - AO} 
< F{A(AO) - JO} = h’{A20 - Au,}, 
since A is positively convex. If the desired inequality holds when 71 = K, 
thenforn =lz+ 1, 
Uk:tl - ilk = X{Au, - Au,;-,) 
,< A{A[u,-, + hk(,LZkO - Au,_,)] - .4u,-,} 
< X~+l{A[u,-, + AL0 - Au,-,] - Au,-,) 
< A~+r{r2”+ro - Au,-,), 
since ukml - Au,-, = (A - 1) Au,_, < 0 and A is isotone. Since A”0 < v 
for all n, u,+l - u, < hnflv. Since the set {(u,+~ - u,)/X”+l} 1s o-bounded 
in K, it is bounded, and {un} is a Cauchy sequence; therefore u” = 
limn+m u,+~ = A lim,,, Au, exists and satisfies u, < u” < dv and 
~0 < hAu”. From the inequality (3.4), n > m > 1 implies 
and therefore when n -+ co, 
@ e u,,, + [Am/( 1 - h)](h~, - u,,,) E (D - D) n KC D 
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if m is sufficiently large. Consequently, 
0 < Au0 - A-%, < Au0 - ,4u, 
+Oasm+ +co, 
so 
u” = lim Au n = hAu”. Q.E.D. n+m 
In Example 5.2, we exhibit a positively convex isotone m-compact, om- 
compact operator for which neither assumptions (a) nor (b) of Theorem 3.2 
are satisfied. Thus Theorem 3.2 cannot be used in this case to prove the 
existence of solutions of u = hAu, although it is possible to use either 
Theorem 3.3 or [12] to do so. 
COROLLARY 3.3.1. Let every o-bounded subset of K be bounded. If A # n, 
then it is an inkrval (possibly unbounded) of the form (0, h*) or (0, X*], and 
for all /\ E (0, h*) there exists a minimum positive fixed point u”(h) = 
lim,,, (hA)“O. 
COROLLARY 3.3.2. Let K be as above. If there exists a positive operator 
A, on D such that A,u > Au for all u E D, and if there exists ho > 0 such 
that 4-4, has a Jixed point v = h,A,v E D, then (0, X0) C A, , and uO(h) < v 
for all h E (0, ho). 
Corollary 3.3.2 can be used to obtain upper and lower bounds on sup A 
by comparing A with operators -4, such that the values of h for which hA, 
has positive fixed points are known. For this purpose it is especially convenient 
to use the derivatives of A (if they exist), as is described in [l l] and [I]. 
The fact that h,Av < v in Theorem 3.3 means that haA maps the set 
D n [O, ZJ] into itself. Thus, if A is om-compact, then &,A has a minimum 
positive fixed point in [0, v] [12], and the conclusion of Theorem 3.3 can 
be strengthened to (0, A,] CA,. Other conditions under which X,A has a 
fixed point in [0, v] are given in [S, Theorem 4.11. We conjecture that it 
is not true in general for a forced isotone positively convex operator A 
on a normal cone that A,,Av < v implies that h,A has a fixed point in [0, v]. 
However, the om-compactness condition of [12] can be weakened slightly 
(cf. Examples 5.3.2 and 5.4). 
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COROLLARY 3.3.3. Let k-, -4, and h, satisjj the Ilypotheses of Theorem 3.3. 
If d maps every decreasing sequence in D into a convergent sequence, then 
(0, h,] cl A, and (0, X,,) C A,, . 
The next theorem describes the behavior of the minimum positive fixed 
points u”(X) as functions of h on A, (assuming A, is nonempty). 
THEOREM 3.4. The function X -+ z&‘(h) is isotone and co1z‘z’ex on A, . 
If every o-bounded subset of K is bounded, then the function h + u”(A) is isotone 
and convex on its domain of definition (either A or the interior of A, int(A)), 
and it is continuous on int(A). 
(As pointed out in [12], without a convexity assumption the continuity 
of X - u”(h) does not hold, in general, even when A is a Cm mapping on 
the positive reals.) 
Proof. Define u,(X) = -4u,-r(X), z+(X) = MO. Then by induction, 
each u,(h) is an isotone convex function of X and therefore so is us(h) = 
lim,,, u,Jh) on A,. If every o-bounded subset of K is bounded, then by 
Corollary 3.3. I, 
int(A) = int(A,) C A, L (X: u”(h) exists) C A. 
By the same theorem, if /1* = sup A E A, then any fixed point of h*A, in 
particular uO(X*) if it exists, is greater than or equal to #O(h) for all X < X*. 
Thus if uO(h*) exists, then h --t uO(h) is isotone and convex on A = A, u {A*}. 
Therefore h + u”(h) is continuous on int(A) (cf. Corollary 3.1.3 and [21, 
Theorem 10.11). This completes the proof. 
We describe u”(A) as a convex function of h on A, in Theorem 3.4, even 
though we do not know that A, is an interval, as usually required in the 
definition of a convex function. Convexity in this case means that if 0 < 
OL < 1, X, = aX1 + (I - OL)X~ , and ho , X, , and X, belong to A, , then 
uO&) < cdyh,) + (1 - Lx) ffO()Lo). 
We do not know whether X* = sup A E A implies that X*-J has a minimum 
positive fixed point u”(X*) for general convex operators; of course, if /l is 
om-compact, then h* E A implies that uO(h*) exists and h - S(X) is con- 
tinuous on A [12]. It is not true, in general, that X - G(A) is continuous on A 
when uO(h*) exists, nor that the uniform boundedness of {~a(/\): 0 < X < h*} 
implies that h* E A (Examples 5.5.1 and 5.53). 
4. GENERALIZATIONS 
We now indicate some ways in which the preceding results can be 
generalized. 
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Many of the results of Section 3 can be carried over to ordered topological 
vector spaces [17; 22, Chap. V] in place of normed spaces. The statement 
of Theorem 3.2 needs only slight modification to remain valid, and it can 
generalized as follows. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ,4 be positively convex, forced and isotone on a subset D 
of the closed positive cone K of a partially ordered topological vector space E. 
Suppose there exists a balanced, convex set U such that U n KC D, and 
that either 
(a) every positive sequence in U n K of type /l is order summable [22, 
p. 2311 to a sum in U n K, U absorbs the o-convex hull [A( U n K)] of 
A( U n K), and A is uniformly o-bounded on A( U n K); or 
(b) E is a locally convex Hausdorf/ space, K is normal, every monotonic 
Cauchy sequence in U n K is convergent, U is a neighborhood of zero, and A 
is uniformly bounded on U n K. 
Then for all suficiently small h > 0, hA h as a minimum positive fixed point 
uO(h) := s~p{(hA)~O: n = 1, 2,...) in U n K. If (b) holds, or zf (a) holds 
and every positive sequence in U n K of type e1 is summable, then uO(h) = 
lim,,, (XA)10. 
Proof. In case (b) we may assume that U is o-convex. Let q be the 
Minkowski gauge of U, in case (b), q is isotone on K. Since U absorbs 
[A( U n K)], 
,kl = 1 + sup{q(+: v E [A(U n K)]} < fco. 
If x and y belong to (l/2)( U n K), x < y, and q( y - X) > 0, then z = 
E + c.-l( y - x) E U n K for E = 2q(y - x) (<l), and (cf. proof of 
Theorem 3.1) 
0 < Ay - Ax < <AZ. (4.1) 
Thus, in either case (a) or (b), 
q(Ay - Ax) d 4, 
and these inequalities also hold if q(y - X) = 0, as can be seen from the 
same argument with arbitrary positive E in place of E = 2q(y - z). Choose 
X > 0 so small that Aj3 < (l/2) and /\q(AO)(l - PA)-’ < (l/2), and define 
the increasing sequence {u,) by u. = 0 and u, = AAu,-, whenever u,-~ E D. 
It follows by induction that u, E (l/2)( U n K) for all n. Suppose n > m > 0. 
If &?I - u,) = 0, then by (4.1) u~+~ = u,,,+i for all K >, 1, and {uJ 
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converges. If q(un - u,,,) > 0, let zn,,, r u,,, + E;~,(u,~ - u,,,), where E,~,,, 
?l(%z - u,,). Then zn,,( E C’ n K and 
0 -c:: u.,,I1 - u,,,+l ::; hcn,,r‘4Zn,,r . (4.2) 
If q(un - u,,) > 0, then (u,+~ - u,,+,)/Xq(u, - u,,,) E [-g(c’ n K)], so we 
obtain from (4.2) by iteration 
d%+1 - %+1 ) < Gw'fL+l 9(%-m). (4.3) 
Combining (4.2) and (4.3), we obtain for all n 
0 < %I+1 - 4z+1 -1 < A(Ap)n'+l -4Z,,,, . (4.4) 
From this inequality we conclude that, in case (a), u” = .suP~{u~) exists, 
and in case (b), UO = lim,,, un = sup,{~,~} [17, Corollary 2.3.21 exists, 
and Mu0 >, u”. By the same argument as used to obtain (4.1), we have 
0 < XL4240 - 240 < A[,4240 - A4u,] < XGnA[u0 + S,‘(l4” - u,)], (4.5) 
where 8, = q(u” - u,) if q(u” - u,) > 0 and 6, = (A/3)“+’ if q(u” - u,) = 0. 
The fact that Mu0 = ~0 follows immediately from (4.5) in case (b), since 
K is normal and E is Hausdorff. In case (a), (4.3) implies that for fixed m, 
cvY%n+k - %+k-1)) is a sequence of type P, and therefore 
(wyy~” - u,) = “y-J lLfl (4yy%+n. - U,+k-l); E 1; 
so q(u” - u,) < (A/?)“{. Thus (4.5) implies that there exists z’~ E K such 
that for all n, 
0 < AAu” - uo < h(h/3)“vo ; (4.6) 
since K is closed, Aduo = u”. This completes the proof. 
The assumption under (a) that U absorbs [A(U n K)] will be satisfied 
(in the presence of the other conditions) if L! is o-convex and U n K is 
positively radial; another such condition is contained in the following corollary 
(which includes Theorem 3.2(a)). 
COROLLARY 4.1.1. Let A, D, and K be as described in the first sentence 
of Theorem 4.1. Suppose that every o-bounded set in K is bounded and there 
exists a bornivorous [5, p. 2101 balanced convex set U in E such that U n K 
is sequentially complete and contained in D. Let A be unz~ormly o-bounded 
on U n K. Then for all su@iently small X > 0, AA has a minimum positive 
fixed point uO(h) = lim,,, (h.t2)“0. 
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Proof. Since A is uniformly o-bounded on U n K and every o-bounded 
set is bounded, and since U is bornivorous, U absorbs [A( U n K)]. Every 
positive sequence of type Cl is summable to a sum in U n K since every 
o-bounded set is bounded and U n K is sequentially complete. The Corollary 
then follows from Theorem 4.1(a). 
For case (a) in Theorem 4.1, the assumption that K is closed is used 
only in connection with (4.1) and (4.6), and therefore can be replaced by 
the assumption that the order on E is Archimedean [17, p. 41; if this is 
done, then the statement of the theorem when (a) holds contains no reference 
to the topology on E. 
Theorem 3.3 and its proof can be generalized as stated, with the assumption 
that K is sequentially complete, and this latter assumption can be weakened 
as in Theorem 4.1. With the assumption that the operator A and its domain 
D satisfy the conditions stated at the beginning of Section 3, the result 
can be stated in nontopological terms as follows. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let K be the positive cone of an Archimedean ordered 
vector space such that every o-bounded sequence of type P1 is order summable. 
Suppose that there exist h, > 0 and v E D such that v > X,Av E D. Then for 
each X E (0, )b), there exists uO(h) = sup{(hA)“(O): n = 1, 2,...} = X.4@(h), 
and u’)(X) < &Av. 
The statements of the theorems and their proofs can be modified so 
as to permit the domain and range of the operator L4 to have different 
topologies and different orderings, where the orderings on the domain 
and the range of A are induced by cones Kl and Kz, respectively, such 
that Kz C Kl . For example, in certain cases arising from ordinary differential 
equations, one might wish to consider d as an operator from CIO, l] with 
the usual positive cone to C2[0, l] with the ordering induced by the cone 
Koc of never negative concave functions which are zero at 0 and at 1. Then 
the assertions of isotonicity and convexity of u”(h) in h made in Theorem 3.4 
become stronger by interpreting them in terms of the order induced by Koc. 
In this connection, we observe the following. Suppose we are given two 
positive cones K, C K in E and =1 is forced and isotone relative to each 
cone; that is, if u, “L! E D n K. and ~7 - u E K, , then 0 f Au E K. and 
Av - ;2u E K, . Suppose that hd has minimum positive fixed points uO(h) E K 
and uoo(h) E K. relative to the cones K and K. , respectively. Is it true that 
u”(X) = uoO(h)? Clearly, uO(h) < uoO(h), where < denotes the ordering 
induced by K. If K, has the property that 0 < u < v E K, implies u E K, , 
then clearly G(h) = u,O(h). The same conclusion holds if X E fl, , for then 
{(XA)“O} converges to uoo(X) and to u”(X), so u”(X) = uoo(h). Of course, it 
may happen that /\A has fixed points >u”(X) = uoo(X) in K, but not in K, . 
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5. EXAMPLES 
The following examples present illustrations, possible applications, and 
counterexamples for the theory developed above. In all examples, the space 
E is a function space. We use the following standard notations: C’(B) 
denotes the set of uniformly continuous functions on a bounded open 
connected set Q C R’” which have uniformly continuous derivatives of all 
orders less than or equal to m. U’(Q) is the Lebesgue space of pth power 
integrable functions (1 < p < +co) on the measurable set Q. H’(Q) is 
the space of square integrable functions with square integrable generalized 
derivatives with the usual norm. 
The letter K will always denote the cone of never negative functions 
in the space E under consideration (or, in the case of LP(Q), the functions 
which are almost everywhere nonnegative.) If Q is an interval of the real 
line, K, is the subset of K consisting of never decreasing functions. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. The operator 
Au(x) = J' u(y) u(y - .I.) dy 
.x 
is considered by Pimbley [ 181. A s an operator on Kc CIO, 11, it is m-compact 
and om-compact, but not compact; it is positively convex but not convex. 
For further discussion of this operator see [12]. 
In Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 we assumed A was bounded; this is indeed 
a restriction on d, even if we assume monotonic compactness: 
EXAMPLE 5.2. An isotone positively convex m-compact om-compact 
operator is not necessarily bounded. 
Let L1 = L1(O, +GO) be the space of Lebesgue integrable functions on 
the interval (0, +a) with the usual positive cone K. Let p be a strictly 
positive locally integrable function on (0, +oo) such that Jim p = +co, 
let 01 be a positive number, and let g E K, g # 0. Define on K 
44 = ~(4 j-a t”b(t) - ~(91, dt + g(t), 
0 
where [a(t)]+ denotes max{v(t), O}. S’ mce for all u E K the measure of the 
set {t: [u(t) - p(t)]+ > 0} is finite, the integral in the definition of A exists 
for all u E K, and iz is a forced isotone positively convex operator on K. 
It is easily seen that A is m-compact and om-compact (since every bounded 
monotonic sequence in K is convergent), but may not be bounded. For 
example, let p(t) = min{ I, t-l}. We define u, to be the characteristic function 
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of the interval (n, n + 1); the sequence {pun} is bounded in K for any positive 
number p, but the sequence (A(pu,)) is not. 
Choose any u0 EL’ for which there exists y > 0 such that yu,, 3 g = 40. 
If 0 <z u < u,, , then 
,4u - A0 < u. 
s m t”[uo(t) - p(t)]+ dt = &u. 0 
Equation &Io90u + AO] = u has positive solutions in [0, uo] CL1 for 0 < 
p < [PO + r]-l, and therefore by Theorem 3.1 of [12] and Corollary 3.3.2, 
the equation u = Mu has solutions in [0, uo] for all h E (0, (& + y)-‘1. 
EXAMPLE 5.3.1. For an isotone convex operator A it is not necessarily 
true that u”(X) is a continuous function of h on A (cf. [12, Theorem 3.21 
and 3.4 above); we may have A* = sup A E A, but lim,,,.- u”(X) # @(A*). 
In this case (by Theorem 3.4), A, is a proper subset of A and the iterates 
(X*A)I;O do not converge to uO(h*). 
Define 
where n = 1 or 2. One easily sees that lim,,,, &u(x) = u”(O), so A, 
is an isotone convex operator on the cone K C CIO, 11; A, is neither 
m-compact nor om-compact. The equation u = h&u has solutions for all 
h E A = (0, 11: 
uo(x; “v) = p’ - x2 + w, O<X<l, 
, h = 1, 
if n = 2, and 
qx; x) = /y* 
, 
O<h<I, 
h = 1, 
if 12 =I 1. Since uO(h; 0) = 0 for 0 < h < 1, we see that it is not true that 
lim A+A.- uO(h) = uO(A*). Similarly, the iterates (~4.~0: k = 0, 1, 2,...} all 
vanish at x = 0, and therefore (for h = A* = 1) lim,,, .4,“0 # $(A*); 
thus A* $A,. 
EXAMPLE 5.3.2. We consider the space CIO, l] with the usual positive 
cone K and restrict the domain of the operators A,n of Example 5.3.1 to 
the set D = K, of never negative increasing continuous functions on [0, I]. 
One sees that A, maps K, into itself, so that the condition (3.1) is satisfied. 
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As in Example 53.1, -4, is neither om-compact nor m-compact on K,; 
however, 8, does map every positive decreasing monotonic sequence into 
a convergent sequence (cf. Corollary 3.3.3). For if {uIz] is such a sequence 
in R, and Z(X) = lim,,, u,(x), then W(X) = =2,,r(s) may be defined by 
Eq. (5.2). Clearly {--I& converges to w pointwise on [0, I], and by Dini’s 
theorem, if we can show that w is continuous on [0, I], then {A,u,). converges 
to w in CEO, 11. Now, by its definition, w is clearly continuous on (0, 11, 
and its continuity at 0 follows from the following easily verified fact: If 
{fk} is a bounded decreasing sequence of increasing continuous functions 
on [0, 11, then the function lim,,,. li f is continuous (from above) at 0. 
EXAMPLE 5.3.3. We consider again the operators 9, of Example 5.3.1, 
but now take the positive cone to be K, = {u E K: u(0) = 01. Then il, 
is om-compact on K, but not m-compact; although the minimum positive 
fixed points are uniformly bounded (but not o-bounded in KJ, sup fl$ (1. 
See [12, Example 5.41. 
EXAMPLE 5.3.4. The operator d, = =1 of Example 5.3.1 may also be 
considered as an operator on the positive cone K inP(0, I) (1 < p < +a) 
(in this case, of course, the value assigned to -&(O) is immaterial). For 
p = + 03, this is obvious, and for p = 1, the Fubini-Tonelli theorem 
shows that ji [X sk t-W(t) dt] &X exists if 0 < u l Li(0, 1). For 1 < p < +,x), 
the Hardy-Littlewood-Levinson inequality [ 15, Theorem 51, 
for r < 1 and for every f~ K CD(0, + n;), shows that du EL”(O, 1) if 
0 < UELP(0, I). 
It is easily seen that ;3 is m-compact and om-compact on K CD(O, l), 
and the solutions of u = ArZu in K are u”(h; X) = A+.4 for 0 < h < AD* = 
1 + p-l. Vv’e have, in this case, 
for 1 < p < +cc and the usual norm in La(G). 
The behavior of I] u”(h)]] versus /\ for Examples 5.3.1, 5.3.3, and 5.3.4, 
respectively, is sketched in Fig. 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. \Ve consider the “quasivariational inequality” discussed 
in [2]: 
a(% v - u) 2 (.A v - u) for all v E H’(Q), v > M(u); 
u > M(u), (5.3) 
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where 52 is a bounded domain with a smooth boundary and a(u, v) is a 
coercive bilinear form on W(Q). F or the study of (5.3), we use (cf. [16]): 
LEMMA. Suppose f E L=(Q) and 4 E Leo(Q), with f > 0 a.e. and # 3 0 a.e. 
Then the variational inequality 
44 v - u) b (f, 2, - u) for all v < 4, v 15 P(Q), 
11 < $4 
has a unique solution in H’(Q). This solution satisjies u > 0 and depends in 
an increasing manner on f and 4. The solution u satisfies 
If z,b -+ 0 pointwise and monotonically, then the corresponding solutions u 
approach zero in HI(Q). 
Suppose that M satisfies 
M[L”(Q)] c La(Q); 
u2 >, u1 > 0 =s Mu, > Mu, 3 0. 
Then we can define an operator A: L”(Q) + Hl(SZ) n Lco(J2) as the com- 
position 
w - M(w) = * + u = Aw, 
so that u = Aw is the unique solution in H’(Q) of 
a@, v - u) > (f, v - u) for all v E H’(Q), v < M(w); 
u < M(w). 
By the Lemma, A satisfies 
409/5Il3-12 
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and A depends in an increasing manner on f and ill. If ;ZI is positivel! 
convex (as it is in the examples discussed in [2]), then B is positively convcs 
on K CLm(Q), and A is forced if .V is forced. It can be shown that A maps 
positive decreasing sequences in E = L”(O) n W(Q) into convergent 
sequences in E (cf. Corollary 3.3.3). 
The equation u = Adu for X > 0 is equivalent to the quasivariational 
inequality 
a(u, 2’ - u) > (Aj, ‘i’ - u) for all zI E H’(Q), 2’ < AMz4, 
u<AMu. 
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